DEMAND
STARTS HERE
B2B Demand Generation

SERVICES
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CLASSIC LEAD GEN
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SUPPLEMENTAL CONTENT

Get your content in the hands of your ideal audience.
We hand-build a group of contacts from your specific
targeting criteria, then deliver your content to them
through a series of optimized email broadcasts. You
get a validated list of leads, primed for your nurture
and follow-up.
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CAMPAIGN ENGAGEMENT
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Make a splash with a new audience. CED maximizes
your reach within your target audience by eliminating
the friction of a landing page form. Instead, interested
users are sent directly to your content where they
can read, save, or share at their leisure. You receive
full contact records for all the users who engage with
your content.

Put our expertise to work. Our experienced team
of copywriters and designers know exactly what it
takes to make high-converting emails and landing
pages. We turn your white paper, ebook, or video
into ready-to-send campaign content. We deliver
a custom email, landing page, and confirmation
page, designed to match your branding and writing
style.

CLASSIC LEAD GEN
HIPB2B creates highly-targeted top-of-funnel leads from a given
white paper, ebook, professional report, or webinar.
Leads are provided on a cost per lead(CPL) basis and delivered in
regularly scheduled batches via API or CSV files.
List management and CAN-SPAM compliance is handled for the
client.
HIPB2B's certified design and copywriting team develops campaign
content, consisting of email(s), landing page(s), and confirmation
page(s). They act as brand stewards, working to client specifications
and securing all necessary approvals before the first send.
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CAMPAIGN ENGAGEMENT
Form completions are only a small portion of the total engagement in any
given campaign. On average, only one of every three users that reach the
landing page complete the form.
Why put a barrier between your audience and your content? If the goal
of the campaign is to get the key information in the hands of your ideal
customers, why stop two-thirds of your audience from ever getting there?
HIPB2B offers frictionless Campaign Engagement Data (CED) campaigns
for exactly that reason. These campaigns deliver your content to your
desired target audience like a typical lead generation campaign, but they
don’t include a form on the landing page. Instead, users can click to view
the content directly.
By matching users to records in our database, HIPB2B can still provide full
business card data for all those who engage with the asset.
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SUPPLEMENTAL CONTENT
In a typical email campaign, the promoted content is preceded by a
brief email message and an informational landing page. Depending on
the campaign, a form and a thank you/confirmation page might also
be involved. Together, these items introduce the star of the show, your
content. We call them the supplemental content package.
To get your campaign up and running as quickly and painlessly as
possible, HIPB2B offers custom copywriting and email design services.
Using your asset as a reference, our in-house creative team assembles all
the supplemental content needed to get your campaign off the ground.
If you need a new asset to promote, HIPB2B can help. Using your existing
content and expertise, we can write and design a brand new asset to
promote.
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PROCESS
Every lead or contact you buy from HIPB2B is
the result of the hard work and ingenuity of the
entire team. Over a decade in the business,
we've perfected our process:
▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
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Quote
Build List
Create Content
Run Campaign
Verify Contacts
Delivery

KEY
FEATURES
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B2B DATA

HIPB2B features a proprietary B2B database
of over 28 million records.
Available data includes contact information,
job/company information, device/technology
usage, and historical email behavior.
HIPB2B possesses contacts in a wide
variety of companies and industries, ranging
from small businesses to Fortune 500
corporations.
The database is subject to rigorous data
quality standards. It is automatically filtered
to remove inactive or undeliverable email
addresses. It is also routinely processed by
third-party hygiene and deliverability services.
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MARKETING
TECHNOLOGY

HIPB2B generates leads and engagement data through a series
of multi-broadcast email campaigns, executed through its custom
marketing technology platform.
Broadcasts of the same offer are spaced appropriately to prevent
unnecessary audience fatigue.
Contacts who have engaged with an offer (in any form) are excluded
from future broadcasts of that campaign, again to avoid fatigue of
the audience.
HIPB2B is careful to schedule broadcasts in such a way as to minimize
inbox clutter, avoid conflicts with related offers, and give broadcasts
the best chance to resonate. All sends are entirely compliant with
applicable email legislation (CAN-SPAM, CASL, GDPR, etc.).
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CONTACT
VERIFICATION

All HIPB2B leads pass through its in-house Contact
Verification (CV) team.
CV reps call each business number and confirm the lead
record, including phone number, company, and job title.
The CV process allows HIPB2B to deliver the most accurate,
up-to-date, and valuable data available.
Callers do not contact leads directly and make no
mention of the client or asset. Reps simply interact with a
gatekeeper to get the required information.
Supplemental research is done through social media and
internet searches to confirm fields that could not be verified
on the phone.
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CAN HIPB2B DELIVER OUR LEADS
DIRECTLY INTO OUR MARKETING
AUTOMATION SYSTEM?
Yes, HIPB2B can integrate with Eloqua,
Marketo, and HubSpot, among others.
We can deliver leads directly into your
marketing automation system.

DOES HIPB2B’S CONTACT VERIFICATION
TEAM SOFTEN UP MY LEADS?
No. The HIPB2B CV team is just validating
the digital contact record. No mention of your
brand, product, or service.

HOW DOES HIPB2B PROTECT OUR BRAND?
HIPB2B safeguards your brand throughout
the lead generation process. We follow your
brand guidelines and remain totally CAN-SPAM
compliant. We strategically broadcast your assets
to avoid unnecessary audience fatigue. We can
also suppress against partners and competitors
to further optimize your outcomes.
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FAQ

ONCE WE’RE READY, HOW LONG WILL
IT TAKE HIPB2B TO GET US OUR FIRST
BATCH OF LEADS?
HIPB2B is able to turn your content into
a campaign proof of concept within 48
hours. These go to your team for approval.
Once approved, we schedule and execute
a broadcast. If you signed on Monday you
could have leads by Friday.

WHAT IS HIPB2B’S CUSTOM DATA AND
HOW IS IT USED FOR LEAD GENERATION?
HIPB2B’s database not only contains
proprietary data but also contact-level
historical intent data and technology usage
data. We track each point of engagement
on all outbound campaigns, then layer this
information into our database. There it is
weighted by type, frequency, and recency
of engagement. This allows us to tell a rich,
historical story on a portion of our leads.

CLIENTS

HIPB2B serves brands and agencies in a wide variety of industries, including, but not limited to, IT
hardware, IT software, marketing, business development, human resources, healthcare, and finance.

PORTFOLIO

At HIPB2B we create unique content to accompany each asset we deliver.
From copywriting to design, every asset is created with conversion in mind.
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DEMAND
S TA R T S H E R E
HIPB2B, LLC
2500 Pond View, Suite 200
Castleton-on-Hudson, NY 12033
Phone: 1.518.512.0975
www.hipb2b.com
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